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erious concerns about pervasive, persistent, and un-
justified social inequalities have prompted a small —
but growing — number of academic commentators to

raise some hard and troubling questions for those who would
like to legalize physician-assisted suicide. In various ways,
these commentators have asked: In light of existing social
inequalities — inequalities that operate, for example, along some-
times intersecting lines of race, class, age, sex (including sexual
orientation), and disability — how persuasive are autonomy-
based arguments in favor of legalization of assisted suicide
when those arguments depend (as they typically do) on a
conception of autonomy that either presupposes social equality
or does not expressly account for its absence? How compel-
ling are arguments that we ought to legalize assisted suicide
out of feelings of mercy for the sick and dying, when such
affective expressions may actually be the socially acceptable
manifestation of private ambivalence that includes merciless
discrimination? How can we be confident, these commenta-
tors have wondered, that talk of “autonomy” or “mercy” in
the assisted suicide debate gets us anywhere — unless and
until such talk squarely confronts discriminatory cultural ide-
ologies and the material forms of discrimination they produce,
and expressly objects to the ways discrimination may condi-
tion how decisions about life and death are made?

These and other related questions (some of which we
will have occasion to consider later on) have been heard:
among other places, in congressional hearings, state-level
policy debates, federal and state court litigation, and some-
times in the media. But they remain unanswered. The response
by advocates of assisted suicide to the equality-based con-
cerns with legalization of the practice, to the extent there has
been one, has mainly been in the register of derision or some

other form of dismissal.1 More commonly, advocates of as-
sisted suicide have ignored the equality-based concerns with
legalization altogether.2

It is against this backdrop that one must read Ronald A.
Lindsay’s “Should We Impose Quotas? Evaluating the “Dis-
parate Impact” Argument Against Legalization of Assisted
Suicide,”3 which sets out to engage equality-based critiques
of the arguments for legalizing assisted suicide in a new set
of ways. No doubt, some may hail this work as an important
— even signal — contribution to the ongoing debate over
assisted suicide. Unfortunately, however, Lindsay fails to
achieve his substantive goal of beating back equality-based
opposition to legalization. In the pages that follow, I begin to
explain why, and why we ought to be happy that he does.

Lindsay takes aim at a “[p]rominent … contention” in
the assisted suicide literature: “that legalization will have a
disproportionately adverse, or ‘disparate,’ impact on various
vulnerable groups.”4 “[T]he various versions” of this conten-
tion, Lindsay maintains, “share a common core: One reason
assisted suicide should not be legalized is that members of
certain vulnerable groups are more likely to be pressured
into requesting it, whether directly by those hostile or indif-
ferent to their interests, or indirectly by social circumstances,
such as inability to pursue other health care choices.”5

The initial description of the “disparate impact” argu-
ment that Lindsay provides is more gestural than it is precise.
But he begins to zero in on his target when he proposes the
standards by which we should determine whether that “dis-
parate impact” claim is “sound.”6 “One must,” he writes,
“believe that it somehow makes a difference for the wisdom
of legalizing assisted suicide whether proportionally more
blacks than whites, more women than men, more elderly
than young, and so on would likely be pressured into choos-
ing assisted suicide.”7 A little later, he brings his target into
sharper focus still:
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[A]dvocates of the disparate impact argument …
maintain that how the risks of legalized assisted
suicide are distributed among various allegedly
vulnerable groups affects the calculus of individual
versus common good. Although intuitively a soci-
ety in which all benefits and burdens are distrib-
uted proportionally among members of the
society’s different racial, ethnic, age, and other
groups seems more just, we do not insist on such
a proportional distribution in all contexts, or even
in all contexts analogous to the context of assisted
suicide.… [I]t is dubious whether a proportional
distribution of deaths through assisted suicide
would or should satisfy its opponents.8

In these (and other) ways, Lindsay treats the equality-
based opposition to legalizing assisted suicide that he claims
is “unsound and misdirected,”9 as a “disparate impact” argu-
ment that emerges from, or reduces to, a predictive,
proportionality claim.10

Equality-based concerns with efforts to legalize assisted
suicide, as they are presented in Lindsay’s discussion, follow
from the view that, in a regime in which the practice is legal,
its incidence will be differentially — hence, unjustly — dis-
tributed among “allegedly”11 dominant and subordinated social
groups.12 This “differential distribution” claim, we are told,
is not only one that is “hitherto lacking in empirical sup-
port,”13 but also easily routed on a conceptual plane. “Quotas,”
it is said, “would eliminate”14 any differential distribution
problem, because they would equalize the numbers. Quo-
tas, “therefore, appear to provide the solution to those
concerned about equalization of risk.”15

Having made this point, Lindsay can record his doubt
that those who have advanced the differential distribution
claim would be satisfied with quotas as a solution, even
though, he believes, it should allay their distributivist con-
cerns.16 “Why then would quotas be rejected?”17 It “would
presumably not be due to concern over the surreal bureau-
cratic regulations necessary to enforce such quotas … nor
the express limitation on autonomy that results….”18 No.
Rather, it would be rejected by those who venture the differ-
ential distribution argument, because they “have not
heretofore thought through the implications of their argu-
ment.”19 They can thus be expected to dismiss “the quotas
solution … because consideration of the quotas solution serves
to reveal the flaws in their disparate impact argument.”20

Others, he continues, would reject the “quotas solution”
“because the disparate impact of assisted suicide [has] never
[been] their primary concern.”21 “[D]isingenuously,”22

“[p]eople in this group are simply adamant opponents of
lawful assisted suicide under any circumstances.”23 For them,
“the disparate impact argument functions as a make-
weight[,].… just another member of the sanctity-of-life family
of arguments against assisted suicide disguised in politically

fashionable dress.”24 Quotas, accordingly, “would not ad-
dress their real, underlying concern, which is to prevent
anyone … from seeking assisted suicide.”25

Whether they are too slow to have realized its implica-
tions or too cunning to have acknowledged them, Lindsay
suggests, proponents of the differential distribution argument
against legalization of assisted suicide have made a move
whose obvious shortcomings are insurmountable: “If num-
bers are a concern, then quotas are a solution to that
concern.”26 The differential distribution argument is “fatally
flawed.”27 Q.E.D.

Or almost. Lindsay exposes a deep flaw in his text when
he acknowledges the possibility that he has “misread the
intent”28 of equality-based opposition to legalizing assisted
suicide. Sharpening the knife that threatens his own brief
against the equality-based concerns with legalization, Lind-
say wonders aloud:

Could these advocates be interpreted as saying that
lawful assisted suicide should be resisted because
of the reasons women as opposed to men, blacks
opposed to whites would choose assisted suicide
and not because proportionally more women than
men, more blacks than whites would actually choose
assisted suicide? In other words, should their argu-
ments be interpreted as being concerned with “dif-
ferential influence” rather than a “differential dis-
tribution” of deaths through assisted suicide?29

It is telling that Lindsay never flatly says “no” by way of
reply. In failing to do so, he virtually begs us to consider the
accuracy of his suggestion that a differential distribution claim
is “[p]rominent among the arguments against the legalization
of assisted suicide.”30 As importantly, it also gives us cause to
think that the argument from quotas that he develops and
deploys, achieves no major victory — or at least none worth
celebrating — against equality-minded critiques of assisted
suicide proposals.

To test these possibilities, let us briefly examine the
sources on which Lindsay builds his case, and ask whether
he has given us any persuasive reasons for believing that those
texts, individually or collectively, are primarily or exclusively
playing a numbers game.

We begin where Lindsay does, with what he calls “the
most influential statement”31 of the differential distribution
argument: language from the much-quoted report issued by
the New York State Task Force on Life and the Law, which,
he says, “counseled against legalization of assisted suicide,
in part, because those ‘most vulnerable to abuse, error, or
indifference are the poor [and] minorities.’”32 What can be
squeezed out of these few words? Is there some claim about
proportionality (implicit) in the suggestion that those “most
vulnerable to abuse, error, or indifference are the poor [and]
minorities”? Is the worry that the poor and others who are
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socially subordinated will be “most vulnerable to abuse, er-
ror, or indifference” under a law permitting assisted suicide
the equivalent of an argument that they will be dispropor-
tionately represented among those who take advantage of
such a law? Perhaps.

But before deciding one way or the other, one should
have the full argument from which Lindsay selectively quotes.33

According to the Task Force report:

[I]t must be recognized that assisted suicide and
euthanasia will be practiced through the prism of
social inequality and prejudice that characterizes
the delivery of services in all segments of society,
including health care. Those who will be most
vulnerable to abuse, error, or indifference, are the
poor, minorities, and those who are least educated
or empowered. This risk does not reflect a judg-
ment that physicians are more prejudiced or influ-
enced by race and class than the rest of society —
only that they are not exempt from the prejudices
manifest in other areas of our collective life.

While our society aspires to eradicate discrimi-
nation and the most punishing effects of poverty
in employment practices, housing, education, and
law enforcement, we consistently fall short of our
goals. The costs of this failure with assisted sui-
cide and euthanasia would be extreme. Nor is
there any reason to believe that the practices, what-
ever safeguards are erected, will be unaffected by
the broader social and medical context in which
they will be operating. This assumption is naïve
and unsupportable.

Even our system for administering the death
penalty, which includes the stringent safeguards of
due process and years of judicial scrutiny, has not
been free of error or prejudice. For example, blacks
who kill whites are sentenced to death at nearly
22 times the rate of blacks who kill blacks and
more than seven times the rate of whites who kill
blacks. Euthanasia is not a death sentence — it is
not imposed on an individual by the state but ad-
ministered with consent. The process for obtain-
ing consent, however, will be blanketed in the
privacy of the doctor-patient relationship. In that
relationship, blatant prejudice may not be preva-
lent, but the more subtle biases that operate in our
health-care system will shape the consent process
and the decisions made by patients.34

In light of the Task Force’s central argument here — that
“assisted suicide and euthanasia will be practiced through
the prism of social inequality and prejudice that character-
izes the delivery of services in all segments of society, including
health care”35 — why should we (indeed, how, properly, can

we) simply assume as Lindsay does (and, apparently, would
have us do), that the Task Force was moved to oppose legal-
ization of assisted suicide, in part, out of concern with the
proportional distribution of deaths along inequality lines?36

Why should we interpret the Task Force’s report as signifi-
cantly, much less primarily or exclusively, advancing an
equality-based proportionality claim? Lindsay provides no
explanation.

A similar point can, and should, be made, about
Lindsay’s reading of Professor George Annas’s remarks —
remarks that Lindsay describes as “perhaps best captur[ing]”37

“[b]oth the claims and the perceived strengths of this [pro-
portionality] argument.”38 As Annas writes:

The most powerful argument against the legisla-
tive expansion of the power of physicians to assist
patients in suicide is the danger that this greater
latitude will result in abuses that disproportion-
ately affect especially vulnerable populations —
the poor, the elderly, women, and minorities. In a
country that treats the dying as “freaks,” already
marginalized members of society could be deprived
of their human rights by making them appear some-
how less than fully human. This is especially true
in the context of cost containment and economic
constraints.39

Lindsay’s reading of this passage, presumably, places a
great deal of weight on the word “disproportionately” and
the language immediately following it: “disproportionately
affect especially vulnerable populations — the poor, the eld-
erly, women, and minorities.” But is this the best or most
plausible reading of what Annas writes? Why should we not,
for instance, read Annas’s reference to “abuses that dispro-
portionately affect vulnerable populations” as directing our
attention to what is arguably a more fundamental concern:
that “[i]n a country that treats the dying as ‘freaks,’ already
marginalized members of society could be deprived of their
human rights by making them appear somehow less than
fully human”? Could it be that Lindsay, or we, should inter-
pret this passage “as being concerned with [a] ‘differential
influence’ rather than a ‘differential distribution’ [claim]”?
Especially since Lindsay recognizes the possibility that he
has misread the sources on which he relies, including this
one, it is important for him to say. And a big lacuna in what
he writes that he chooses not to do so.

To put the general point somewhat differently, what is
missing from Lindsay’s analysis is any sound interpretive
argument that would tell us why he reads the texts he does as
advocating a differential distribution claim, and why alterna-
tive readings, which would emphasize the differential influence
claim that they might be interpreted to make,40 are wrong.41

The closest we may have to such an argument arrives
fairly late in Lindsay’s analysis, where he implies that he has
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not been unfaithful to “the intent of those who appear to
advocate the ‘equalization of risk’ version of the disparate
impact argument,”42 without ever expressly saying so. He
defends his position this way:

I would say that these arguments cannot be read as
being solely concerned with differential influ-
ence…. [T]aking [Professor Susan M.] Wolf as an
example, she emphasizes repeatedly that she is
concerned with the number of women who would
be pressured into assisted suicide. Thus, she states
that there are “numerous reasons to expect that
women would request assisted suicide at higher
rates than men and that their requests would be
differentially granted,” and that “there is ample
reason to expect that women may more often seek
assisted suicide and that physicians may more fre-
quently acquiesce.” Understandably, because dif-
ferent death rates may indicate an increased sus-
ceptibility to manipulation or subtle pressure, Wolf
does couple concern over the numbers with con-
cern over the reasons women might dispropor-
tionately seek assisted suicide: “These facts raise
the question of whether women would more of-
ten seek assistance or do so for different reasons
and would die in greater numbers than men if
assisted suicide were legitimated.” However, the
fact that Wolf expresses this other concern [with
differential influence] does not eliminate her con-
cern about the ‘number’ of women who would
seek assisted suicide. If numbers are a concern,
then quotas are a solution to that concern.43

There is something to this point. It is correct that, in the
article on which he relies, Wolf does repeatedly express a
concern about the number of women, compared to the num-
ber of men, who might commit assisted suicide were the
practice to become legal.44 And it is likewise fair to propose
that Wolf ’s concern with differential influence does not, with-
out more, negate (or to use Lindsay’s term, “eliminate”45)
her worry about “the number of women who would be pres-
sured into assisted suicide.”46 She expresses an interest in both.

But this is emphatically not to say — and Lindsay never
does — that Wolf ’s equality analysis of arguments for legal-
ization of assisted suicide is driven by concern over the
numbers. This is a good thing, too, because Wolf tells us
expressly that it is not. After making the observation, quoted
by Lindsay, that “there is ample reason to expect that women
may more often seek assisted suicide and that physicians
may more frequently acquiesce,”47 Wolf immediately goes
on to add (in language that Lindsay does not mention) that:
“[A]side from the sheer frequency issues, women’s requests
for assistance and physicians’ acquiescence may often be a
product of background gender disparities and sexism.”48 And

in the very next sentence (also not provided): “Thus even if
the numbers were no different, there would be cause for
concern.”49 As this language unambiguously reveals, Wolf ’s
comments about the possibility of some differential distribu-
tion of deaths in a system of legalized assisted suicide along
group-based lines derives from a deeper, equality-based con-
cern: that background social inequalities could shape the
decisions that patients and physicians would make under
facially neutral “death with dignity” laws.50 Not, as Lindsay’s
text can be read to hint, the opposite way around.

How quoting Wolf “as an example” thus can (or does)
help Lindsay show that he has not distorted equality-based
opposition to legalization of assisted suicide is difficult to
discern. Equally puzzling is how Wolf ’s text proves that equal-
ity-based opposition to legalizing assisted suicide is properly
“interpreted as being [“primarily”51 or largely or chiefly] con-
cerned with … ‘differential distribution.’”52

All this positions us to see the bigger point toward which
we have been heading: Without giving persuasive reasons for
his interpretation of the texts on which he relies, or any at
all, and explaining why his interpretation of those texts is
better than available alternatives, Lindsay has some serious
problems of his own. At a minimum, we have no reason —
certainly, no very good reason — to agree that the differential
distribution argument on which Lindsay repeatedly focuses
is, in fact, “prominent” within the assisted suicide literature.

UNRAVELING EQUALITY GUARANTEES

But the problems run deeper than that. Even if the propor-
tionality argument were “prominent,” once it is understood
that defenders of equality have developed more basic cri-
tiques of assisted suicide proposals from which concerns about
proportionality (when they do) flow, the rejoinder Lindsay
offers (remember that alarmist word “quotas”?) is nothing
like the profound disturbance of the equality-based opposi-
tion to legalized assisted suicide Lindsay supposes. Quotas
do not show that the equality-based arguments, generally, are
either “unsound [or] misdirected.” Quotas have nothing to
say, for instance, about the equality-based differential influ-
ence concerns equality-minded critics of legalization have
ventured. Not a thing at all.

To explain, consider an example that Lindsay himself
provides.53 Assuming arguendo that legalization of assisted
suicide would not cause women to take their lives with
another’s help more often than men, it could still well be the
case (and this is a differential influence argument, just to be
clear) that women who did so might engage in assisted sui-
cide for reasons different from men — reasons relating (to
borrow Wolf ’s expression) “to background gender dispari-
ties and sexism.”54 To be sure, sex inequality may not only affect
the decisions that women make whether to commit assisted
suicide, but men’s, or at least some men’s, as well. As I have
argued elsewhere, HIV-infected gay men and gay men with
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AIDS may also be influenced by discriminatory sexual norms
to take their lives with another’s help because death is what
those norms dictate gay men, as such, should want.55

These illustrations help shed light on why equality-
minded critics of legalization have argued that social
inequalities, including sex-based inequalities, may condition
the reasons patients choose to commit assisted suicide, the
reasons physicians (or others) choose to assist, as well as
public attitudes toward decriminalization of the practice.56

There is much more to say, but enough already has been said
to bear out the observation: One can successfully propound
the equality-based critique of the case for legalizing assisted
suicide without ever once mentioning proportionality, the
cornerstone of Lindsay’s confident, critical analysis.

Lindsay effectively concedes as much — that quotas in
no way address the “differential influence” arguments against
legalizing assisted suicide — when he supplements his argument
from quotas with an independent account that aims to demon-
strate that those arguments, like their differential distribution
cousin, do “not provide a tenable basis for opposing legaliza-
tion.”57 In language worth repeating at some length, he writes:

[A]n argument that assisted suicide should not be
legalized unless and until women (blacks, the dis-
abled, and other vulnerable groups) choose assisted
suicide for the “right” reason rests on theoretical
foundations that may be shakier than a disparate
impact argument that focuses primarily on death
rates. Some of the issues that would need to be
addressed and resolved before this argument would
acquire any persuasive power would include the
following: Which reasons count as the “wrong”
reasons for choosing assisted suicide? … [Is it]
morally questionable for a person who is termi-
nally ill to take the interests of others into consid-
eration when deciding whether to choose assisted
suicide[?] … Is it somehow better if a person is
motivated exclusively by a desire to relieve her
own pain and suffering instead of having dual or
multiple motives, some of which may be described
as either self-sacrificing or altruistic?

This points to another issue, namely the diffi-
culty of determining — except in the most blatant
cases of duress — that a person was choosing as-
sisted suicide for the “wrong” reasons. Critical
decisions in one’s life are often made for mixed
motives, which usually resist analysis into discrete
and quantifiable components. Other than the words
out of the mouth of a competent person request-
ing assisted suicide, which I suspect most advo-
cates of the disparate impact argument would not
wholly trust, what metric could we possibly de-
vise for measuring the influence of “right” as op-
posed to “wrong” reasons? Ultimately, we would

be forced to look at the “numbers” anyway to see
if there was a suspicious pattern developing.

Furthermore, would not an argument that as-
sisted suicide remain unlawful until the vulner-
able are as unconstrained in their decision-mak-
ing as the more fortunate be the equivalent of an
argument that the ban on assisted suicide continue
indefinitely? Certainly, if we believe the vulner-
able may be differentially influenced as long as
there is racism, sexism, and ageism, there does
not appear any likelihood that these pernicious
patterns of behavior will be substantially eradi-
cated for generations. Perhaps delaying indefinitely
the legalization of assisted suicide is the goal.
However, while there is nothing inherently im-
proper about supporting an indefinite ban on as-
sisted suicide, it would be more helpful to the
public policy debate if this position were openly
adopted rather than hidden behind the argument
that assisted suicide should be conditioned on cir-
cumstances that are exceedingly unlikely to ob-
tain in the foreseeable future.58

For the time being, let us put aside how these comments
undermine claims that other proponents of assisted suicide
have previously made, about the reliability of safeguards and
regulations designed to ensure that only “truly voluntar[y]”59

and informed choices to commit assisted suicide will be
honored in an assisted suicide-permissive regime — safe-
guards and regulations that have not been limited to detecting
“the most blatant cases of duress”60 — or not, perhaps, until
now.61 More to the issue at hand, the weaknesses Lindsay
sees in the differential influence arguments against legaliza-
tion exposes the depth of the resistance within his analysis to
the challenge that equality-based opposition to legalized as-
sisted suicide poses.62 According to Lindsay, that opposition
has not “acquire[d] any persuasive power.”

This is, of course, a normative claim, and as such, re-
quires justification to do any serious work. Lindsay, evidently,
would (or does) reject the view, offered by some equality-
minded opponents of legalization, that it makes no sense to
talk about autonomy abstractly, divorced from the pervasive
social reality of inequality, which shapes and conditions the
capacities that individuals have “freely” and “voluntarily” to
“choose.”63 Viewed from that perspective, however, Lindsay’s
text does not only (often) miss the point, it also makes little
sense. How, for example, are we properly to appeal to a
moral conception of autonomy — like Lindsay’s — that sup-
presses or excludes consideration of existing forms of social
inequality or otherwise disparages the notion that there is
any relationship between social inequality and the practice
of assisted suicide — either now or in the future?64 As a
claim about current social reality, what is the justification for
this version of “autonomy,” hence the claims to which it
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gives rise?65 We are not told — which only heightens the
suspicion that there is none to be offered.

Having come this far, we are positioned to see some of
the questions that the differential influence arguments against
legalization raise, which Lindsay’s text glosses over, even
though they are readily found in the literature he engages:
Why, for example, are individuals’ decisions to commit as-
sisted suicide, to help someone do it, or to vote for a law that
allows it morally acceptable reasons commanding respect as
“autonomous” choices when they reflect or reinforce dis-
crimination? Why are such decisions — like, say, discriminatory
employment decisions — not, at least presumptively, irrational
or illegitimate as a matter of morality or law?66 Is it a moral
concern, say, if a (homophobic) physician helps a gay man with
AIDS to commit physician-assisted suicide as a practice of dis-
crimination? Should it be regarded as a legal concern? I have
begun to articulate reasons here and elsewhere for thinking
that it is both.67 And that that is a justification for not sup-
porting legalization of the practice. If Lindsay disagrees,68 he
has to explain why, and then how he is going to limit the
principle animating his disagreement to the context of as-
sisted suicide. Otherwise, that disagreement risks unraveling
equality guarantees across the moral and legal board.69

One can, of course, maintain that it is of no moral or
legal moment whether decisions about assisted suicide are
produced by inequality or otherwise perpetuate it. Some, no
doubt, do (or would) find this position intensely appealing.
But from it, it is a small step to denying that what happened
at Tuskegee happened to poor African-American men, as
such, and was racist and classist in cause and in effect.70

EMPTY PROMISES OF EQUALITY

Perhaps I have been too quick to suggest that Lindsay has
missed the point of the equality-based critiques of the argu-
ment for legalizing assisted suicide. After all, he does propose
that: “if we believe the vulnerable may be differentially in-
fluenced as long as there is racism, sexism, and ageism, there
does not appear any likelihood that these pernicious patterns
of behavior will be substantially eradicated for generations.”71

Equality-based objections to legalization (notice: not inequality
or injustice), Lindsay also writes, “erect[] a barrier to the
exercise of [the] rational, moral choice [of assisted suicide]
by anyone, including members of disadvantaged groups.”72

Elsewhere, he asks: “[W]ould not an argument that assisted
suicide remain unlawful until the vulnerable are as uncon-
strained in their decision-making as the more fortunate be
the equivalent of an argument that the ban on assisted sui-
cide continue indefinitely?”73 Why, he wishes (and wishes
us) to consider, should we hold individual autonomy “hos-
tage”74 to inequality when “[c]ontinuing to prohibit assisted
suicide may not advance us one step toward an equitable
distribution of effective medical care”?75 Why, indeed?76 Then
again, one might also ask: Why fuss about inequality at all?77

The answer must be, at least in part, one that Lindsay
himself provides: “We should not be dismissive of concerns
about prejudice or social injustice.”78 Equality is a moral and
legal requirement, and not (despite suggestions sometimes to
the contrary) just some worthy, but anemic, moral or legal
“ideal.” With what reason, then, are we to say that Lindsay’s
text is adequately responsive to prejudice and social injus-
tice,79 when he flatly declares that “continuing the ban on
assisted suicide will do nothing to solve these problems,”80

and then implies that there is, therefore, “no morally persua-
sive reason legalization of assisted suicide should be
conditioned on equalizing the risk faced by the vulnerable
and the less vulnerable”?81 Especially when a few sentences
later, he writes: “If … the risks [of assisted suicide] are ac-
ceptably low, it is not clear why we must wait until these
risks are shared equally by members of all groups before
making this option available.”82

Is it not “dismissive of concerns about prejudice or so-
cial injustice” — even in the least — to propose that we can
properly legalize assisted suicide notwithstanding existing
forms of social inequality because it “does not appear … that
these pernicious patterns of behavior will be substantially
eradicated for generations”? If meaningful social equality were
closer on the horizon, could a principle of equality then
properly condition legalization on “the vulnerable [being] as
unconstrained … as the more fortunate” are?83 Without de-
nying that determinations of political expedience can be —
or are — moral determinations, are we to believe that equal-
ity (or justice, more generally) should depend on what “the
more fortunate” are politically willing to give up — or do?

I think not. And, to some extent, I think Lindsay would
agree. In the last analysis, his argument is not utterly dis-
missive of equality concerns. Lindsay’s text advocates
attending to those concerns, for instance, once we have le-
galized assisted suicide. Here is what it says:

[A] modified version of this sort of analysis (that
is, one that does not focus exclusively on so-called
vulnerable groups) should be used in monitoring
the consequences of assisted suicide post-legaliza-
tion. Potential disparate impact may not by itself
counsel against legalization, but because gross dis-
crepancies in the rates at which members of vari-
ous groups request assisted suicide can be evidence
of patterns of coercion or other significant prob-
lems in the procedures through which assisted
suicide is requested and administered, it is worth
keeping track of the rates at which blacks as op-
posed to whites, women as opposed to men, and
so on are requesting assisted suicide.84

This proposal is not entirely unappealing. But it is not
immediately obvious why equality should count as a moral
or legal principle that can be used to evaluate a law permit-
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ting assisted suicide only after such a law has been enacted
and operationalized, but not before. Without an adequate
argument to that effect (an argument that we do not now
have), the professed commitment to equality is little more
than a pretty and “politically fashionable”85 move wandering
in search of solid normative ground. And with it? The claimed
sensitivity to equality would be no more than a simulacrum
of the commitment to equality that Lindsay’s text otherwise
staunchly opposes. If so, why should we believe the promise
Lindsay’s text offers — that equality will serve as a real check
on “autonomous” decision-making post-legalization — is (or
will be) a meaningful one? In light of his decision not to
burrow deeply into the data from the “Oregon experience”
with assisted suicide, why should we not suspect that it is (or
will be) hollow?86

And so we must ask: Who can afford the vision of equal-
ity offered as a fig leaf by Lindsay’s text?87 The privileged
may be in a position to do so. But those who are most in
need of equality — meaning those whose choices about life
and death are most constrained by their lack of social privi-
lege, by their social subordination — assuredly cannot. They
do not have the luxury to sacrifice equality to autonomy so
that they can kill themselves before they die.88 Their lives are
lives that are already devalued by inequality, their deaths,
often already deaths that inequality — not some idealized
concept of autonomy — causes. How, for them, will the
legalization of assisted suicide help? How, in Oregon, has
it? If, as Lindsay’s text can be interpreted to admit, it will
not and has not, how is legalizing assisted suicide an answer
— especially when, as others have repeatedly explained, it
may only make matters worse?89

PRIVILEGE AND POLICY

With these thoughts in mind, we come to the reasons we can
and should be happy that Lindsay’s attempt to vanquish equal-
ity-based opposition to legalizing assisted suicide fails to
achieve its goal. To put it bluntly: Without incorporating a
critique of existing social inequalities into his conception of
autonomy, his argument against egalitarian objections to le-
galization of assisted suicide functions as a defense of privilege.

This problem is his, but not his alone. We cannot over-
look the ways in which Lindsay’s argument derives much of
whatever force it has from the privilege and power that, to a
considerable but still considerably unnoticed extent, have
defined the modern bioethics project. As with Lindsay’s text,
both within the assisted suicide debate and beyond it, equal-
ity-based concerns have been, and are, easily and quickly
dismissed, shuttled to the end of the bioethics agenda, to be
taken up, if at all, only within the confines of the agenda that
privilege, with all its power, has controlled.

Without denying the many merits of the endeavors one
might mention, it is about time someone asked: Were the
establishment of the genome project, developments in stem

cell research, or current efforts to devise gene therapies, to
mention a few well-known examples, projects that were called
for by members of socially subordinated groups? If those
groups had had the power to decide, would they have placed
these presumably worthwhile projects in the place they cur-
rently occupy at or near the top of the scientific agenda?
Maybe yes and maybe no. I myself strongly suspect that there
were — and are — more pressing health-related projects that
they would have identified instead, projects that remain un-
dervalued, under-attended, and under-funded — when that.90

Privilege has not managed to set national policy in favor
of legalized assisted suicide — in the name of some vision of
“autonomy” that fails to account for the lived social realities
of the socially subordinated, or anything else — yet. But
unlike Lindsay, I see this as reason for hope and not concern.
Certainly, it is no cause for righteous indignation.

The continued success of the equality-based opposition
to legalizing assisted suicide, both before Lindsay’s report
and after, provides an important counterpoint to the lesson
modern bioethics has taught us time and again: As a prin-
ciple of ethics, to be followed in bioethics and law, legislating
privilege will not always suffice. Understood as an expres-
sion of a commitment to equality, the current ban on assisted
suicide can be interpreted to say: Equality sets limits that
privilege must respect. At least for those who favor the ideal
of equality, continuing to prohibit assisted suicide should be
seen as the right thing to do.
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